
 

YELLOW CABS 

Taxi Cabs 
 
 
About the Fare Calculator 
Please Note : 
 
Maxi Taxis - Brisbane, Ipswich, Beaudesert, Logan, Redcliffe, Redlands, Wynnum and 
Caboolture 
 
If a Maxi Taxi is requested and pre-booked - the flagfall is $11 extra than a standard flagfall 
for that time of day 
(excludes wheelchair passengers) 
  
Maxi Taxis - Warwick - Yeppoon - Bundaberg - Rockhampton - Tully - Magnetic Island 
 
Maxi Taxis in Warwick, Yeppoon, Bundaberg and Rockhampton are approximately 1.5x 
standard taxi rate if pre-booked 
Maxi Taxis in Tully and Magnetic Island are approximately 1.25x standard taxi rate is pre-
booked 
Maxi Taxis in Hobart run at a higher flagfall and kilometre rate then a standard taxi. 
(excludes wheelchair passengers) 
  
Silver Service - ALL AREAS 
If a Silver Service is requested and pre-booked - the flagfall is $11 extra than a standard 
flagfall for that time of day 
  
Fare Calculator - Terms of Use 
The fare estimate provided is for the current time of day for travel 
The fare estimate is for a 'standard' 4 seater taxi. Specialty vehicles may incur extra charges 
The results given using the fare calculator are indicative only and do not represent a 'quote' 
for payment purposes 
These estimates are GST inclusive and are subject to other conditions such as weather, traffic 
and route chosen. 
The estimates are calculated using the 'shortest and most practical' route. 
The shortest route may not be the quickest route. If you ask the driver for the quickest route - 
the fare may be greater. (eg. Airport to Ipswich - via Gateway/Ipswich Motorways is shorter in 
time but larger in fare than travelling via the City) 
These estimates do not include toll charges or Airport charges. 
These estimates do not include any applicable transaction fees for EFTPOS, or any credit 
providers. 
 
Customer Services 
Yellow Cabs is always striving to provide excellence in customer service. We pride ourselves 
on the diversity of the organisation to provide services over a number of areas. 



 

 
  
  
  

 
In recent years - Yellow Cabs has implemented certain technology to ensure Yellow Cabs 
continues to be at the cutting edge. 

 MTData Dispatch System - the latest generation in Taxi Dispatch Systems. 
 MTData Web Booker - online booking system 
 Global Positioning System (GPS) and historical tracking in all vehicles 
 Avaya Aura 9000 Series IP PBX 
 Cabcall phone ordering 
 Mobile Booker - mobile phone application for taxi bookings 
 IVR and text to speech phone technology 
 EFTPOS in all vehicles 
 In-vehicle Taxi Security Cameras 

The implementation of this technology helps to ensure that Yellow Cabs will maintain our 
position as market leaders. 

    

  
  

Some of our numerous services include the following : 
 Traditional Yellow Cab 
 Maxi Taxis 
 Silver Service 
 Yellow Couriers 
 Passenger Safety 
 Lost Property Dept. 
 Cabcharge 

or make a selection from the side menu. 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content/?id=484
http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content.cfm?id=411
http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content.cfm?id=431
http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content.cfm/Yellow_Courier/430/
http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content.cfm/Passenger_Safety/429/
http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content.cfm/Lost_Property/442/
http://www.yellowcab.com.au/customer-services/content.cfm/Cabcharge___EFTPOS/432/

